
LIVE
STREAM
STUDIO
spiesundschwarz.de/studio



LIVE
COMMUNICATION
Up-to-date, flexible solutions,
personalized for you and ready to go



WE TAKE
CARE OF IT
With the right appearance, You will transport 
your information at the level your customers 
are used to.



LIVE
STREAM
STUDIO IN
MUNICH
The accessible and secure platform for your 
message worldwide, target group-specific 
and in real time. Modern technology and a 
well-coordinated team make it possible to 
transport your message in a targeted and 
worldwide manner under hygienic safety 
regulations.



INDIVIDUAL. FLEXIBLE. PROFESSOINAL.



EVERYTHING
IS COORDINATED
Process, camera, stage, light, sound 
and direction are precisely tailored to 
your needs and communication goals.



EVERYTHING
IS POSSIBLE
With this basic equipment and the team on 
site, there are no limits to fast, high-quality 
production.
The stage design can be individually tailored 
to you. From a modern lounge to a table talk. 
From a mobile product studio to a car show 
room.



Speeches/
conferences for 
internal/external
communications

Product 
presentations

Live Q&A sessions
on your channels

Ready-to-go, no 
previous knowledge 
necessary

Public presence
and a way to 
communicate not 
only in a crisis

Recording or
live production

Recording of digital 
platforms as re-
placement of trade
shows or similar

Fits every budget



OUR
LOCATION
Our studio is located in the heart of Munich 
surrounded by nature right next to the Isar.
It offers everything you need for your 
professional appearance.
A lounge, a kitchen and a modern sanitary 
area are available on a total of 320 m2.



In accordance
with hygienic 
requirements

The most modern 
light, direction and 
video technologie

Multiple cameras 
for a diverse picture

Studio stage and 
furniture tailored to 
your needs

LED-Wall with 
3840x1344 pixels

OnAir graphics, 
such as Power-
points, video mate-
rial, lower thirds, etc.

Live camera, PPT, 
video conferencing 
w/ speakers & em-
bedding of the signal

High-quality/ 
individual 
presentation with 
your content



EMOTIONAL. AUTHENTIC. SUSTAINABLE.



OUR
KNOWHOW
As a trustworthy partner, we realize 
your vision down to the smallest detail.



OUR
EXPERIENCE
We have a lot of experience in broadcasting 
and live communication and our goal is to 
offer you an “all-round carefree” broadcast
so that you can concentrate on your message 
and stay active.



OUR
GUARRANTEE
As a proven partner, we guarantee you
the best quality while complying with
all prescribed hygienic standards and
a smooth process on site.
We would also be happy to assist you
in content creation for presentations
and designing the LED wall.



WE ARE HAPPY
TO ASSIST YOU
WITH YOUR
INDIVIDUAL
INQUIRY
Julia Torski
Kistlerhofstr. 70,
Gebäude 160, UG
81379 München

T: +49 89 71 930 254
M: +49 152 018 736 26
E: torski@spiesundschwarz.de


